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Abstract
We present Intercut, a Python-based program that applies secondary line identification and pho-

tometric cuts to mock galaxy surveys, in order to simulate interloper identification. This program
can be used to optimize the removal of interloper contamination in upcoming surveys. Inter-
cut reads a mock galaxy survey and an emission line sensitivity and simulates interloper removal
through secondary line identification and broad-band photometry. This program is designed to use
the COSMOS mock catalog, although the program can be modified for an alternative mock catalog.
The output of the program returns an interloper fraction for each emission line, as well as the total
fraction over all lines, as a function of redshift. We test Intercut by predicting interloper rates
for the WFIRST emission line sensitivity, finding agreement with previous work. This program is
publically available on Githuba.

1. INTRODUCTION

A new era of large galaxy surveys is on the horizon.
Upcoming surveys like Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011) and
the Wide-Field InfraRed Survey Telescope (WFIRST)
(Spergel et al. 2013), each of which comprise over a bil-
lion galaxies, will obtain new constraints on dark energy
by mapping the large-scale structure (LSS) of our uni-
verse up to redshift z ∼ 2 (ESA/SRE 2011). Since the
redshift range of these surveys is extended to a higher
limit than previous ones, the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
and the number of emission lines in each galaxy’s spec-
trum is expected to be lower compared to the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (York et al. 2000).

Since fewer lines are observed, it will be more dif-
ficult to confirm the identity of a particular emission
line. This can lead to misidentifying interloping emis-
sion lines as the survey’s intended one, producing an
incorrect estimation of the galaxy’s redshift. These in-
terlopers will bias the measured matter power spectrum
, along with the cosmological parameters. For example,
it was shown in Pullen et al. (2015) that an interloper
rate of 0.15% would significantly bias the WFIRST
measurement of the growth rate, a gravity probe within
LSS.

Two simple methods can help distinguish interlop-
ers from emission line galaxies, namely secondary line
identification and photometric cuts (Kirby et al. 2007).
Although more complex methods for removing interlop-
ers(Newman 2008; Ménard et al. 2013) exist, they are
limited by survey parameters, while the simple methods

a https://github.com/kazewong/Intercut

can be applied more generally and to each individual
galaxy. Recently, Pullen et al. (2015) used these meth-
ods to predict an interloper fraction of 0.2% for the
WFIRST Hα survey, and up to 10% for the WFIRST
OIII survey.

In this paper, we introduce Intercut, a program that
applies secondary line identification and photometric
cuts to a mock galaxy survey, in order to predict the
potential interloper fraction for any upcoming survey.
The mock catalog used in the test run is the COSMOS
Mock Catalog (CMC) (Ilbert et al. 2009; Jouvel et al.
2011). Aside from the catalog, an emission line sen-
sitivity file containing information on the noise of the
spectrograph as a function of wavelength, the noise for
each photometric band, and the photometric cuts used
is needed.

The Intercut workflow is as follows: First, Intercut
reads data from the catalog’s FITS file, then a calibra-
tion of the galaxy fluxes using a user-defined luminosity
function will be executed if needed. Next, emission line
and photometric band fluxes are perturbed. Finally,
secondary line identification and photometric cuts are
applied, and the resulting interloper fractions are com-
puted. We test Intercut by computing interloper frac-
tions assuming WFIRST’s sensitivity, finding it agrees
with previous work. In addition to the individual in-
terloper fractions for the each line, the total interloper
fraction over all lines is calculated.

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we
gives a brief review of the interlopers’ effects on the
matter power spectrum and cosmological parameters.
In section 3, three major functions of the program are
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presented: calibrating luminosity functions, perturbing
emission lines and photometric band fluxes, and identi-
fying interlopers. In section 4,we present sample output
for WFIRST.

2. INTERLOPER REVIEW

We define the interloper fraction as in Pullen et al.
(2015),

f(λSEL − λInt, z) =
NInt(zInt)

NSELG(zSELG) +NInt(zInt)
,

(1)
In Eq.(1), NSELG represents the number of survey
emission line galaxies at redshift zSELG, and NInt rep-
resents the number of interlopers at redshift zInt. By
equating the observed wavelengths of the survey and in-
terloper emission lines, zInt in fact depends on zSELG:

λobs=λrest(z + 1) (2)

λInt(zInt + 1) =λSELG(zSELG + 1)

zInt=
λSELG(zSELG + 1)

λInt
− 1, (3)

Surveys can also have multiple interloping lines; the
expression defined in Eq. (1) is an expression for only
one interloper, including all types of interlopers in the
survey. An expression for the interloper fraction for one
line relative to the total number of galaxies including
all interlopers is

fi =
NInt,i(zInt,i)

NSELG(zSELG) +
∑
iNInt,i(zInt,i)

(4)

where the sum is over all interloping lines, and the total
interloping fraction including interlopers from all inter-
loping lines is

ftot =
∑
i

fi. (5)

The expression in Eq. (1) can be applied directly to
a single interloping line for examining performance of
secondary line identification and photometry.

An interloper’s effect on the matter power spectrum
is given in Pullen et al. (2015)) as:

PInt(f | k, µ, zSELG) = (1 + ftot)
2
PSELG(k, µ, zSELG)

+
∑
i

fi
2γ⊥

2γ‖PInt,i[q(k, µ), µq(µ), zInt,i],

(6)

where x represents the observed position assuming the
interloping galaxy has a redshift zSELG, and y is the
real position of the galaxy. Note that we alter the
expression to include the effect of multiple interloping
lines, and γ‖ and γ⊥ are defined as,

(x⊥,x‖) = (γ⊥y⊥, γ‖y‖)

γ⊥=
D(zSELG)

D(zInt)

γ‖=
λIntH(zInt)

λSELH(zSELG)
. (7)

A more comprehensive discussion along with exam-
ples of power spectrum and growth rate measurement
biases due to interlopers can be found in Pullen et al.
(2015).

3. PROGRAM DETAIL

3.1. COSMOS Mock Catalog

The COSMOS Mock Catalog (CMC) (Ilbert et al.
2009; Jouvel et al. 2011) predicts the emission line
strengths of 564,555 high-redshift galaxies. Data read
in the program can be categorised into three types:
galaxy properties, band properties, and line proper-
ties. Galaxy properties are information inherent to
the galaxies such as redshift, half-light radius, and dis-
tance modulus. Band properties includes the magni-
tude,magnitude depth and noise of a band, and line
properties includes flux, noise and interloper fraction
of a line, which are read into two different classes and
passed around in the program.

3.2. CALIBRATION OF LUMINOSITY
FUNCTION

As luminosity functions are updated over time, it is
necessary to update corresponding emission line fluxes
in the mock catalog. Recall the Press-Schechter form
of the luminosity function,

n(x;φ∗, α)dx = φ∗xαe−xdx, where x =
L

L∗
, (8)

Since the luminosity function is not monotonic, it is dif-
ficult to obtain the calibrated luminosity by inverting
the new luminosity function, so the cumulative lumi-
nosity function is used instead of the luminosity func-
tion itself,

n(> x;φ∗, α) =

∫ ∞
x

φ∗xαe−xdx = φ∗Γ(x;α+ 1) (9)

To obtain the correct flux for a galaxy’s emission line,
the original cumulative luminosity function value needs
to be calculated first, which gives the number density
of galaxies with a luminosity greater than the given lu-
minosity value. The calibrated luminosity is then com-
puted by finding the inverse of the new cumulative lu-
minosity function from the same number density. In
other words,

nnew = nold (10)

Lnew = n−1(nnew;φ∗xα) (11)

Note that n without any subscript is the old luminosity
function.

We perform this procedure to recalibrate Hα and
OIII emission lines in the CMC.Table 1 shows the lu-
minosity functions used in the CMC and the default
luminosity functions used here for calibration. Users
can provide their own luminosity functions for calibra-
tion when needed. To specify a user-defined luminosity
function, parameters (Φ∗, L∗, α) must be provided for
each redshift bin.

3.3. PERTURBATION IN FLUX AND
PHOTOMETRY

Obtaining the noise for emission lines is straightfor-
ward: given a sensitivity file containing the emission
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TABLE 1
The luminosity function for Hα from Geach et al. (2010) is the luminosity function used in the CMC, and the

luminosity functions for Hα and OIII from Colbert et al. (2013), the luminosity functions used for calibrating the Hα
line and OIII doublet. For redshifts outside the range of specified luminosity function parameters, the parameters

are set at the value of the closest boundary, instead of extrapolation.

source line redshift range luminosity function parameters

Geach et al 2010 Hα
z < 1.3 Φ∗ = 1.37 × 10−3, α = −1.35,L∗ = 5.1(1 + z)3.1 × 1041

z ≥1.3 Φ∗ = 1.37 × 10−3, α = −1.35, L∗ = 6.8 × 1042

Colbert et al 2013 Hα
0.3 ≤ z < 0.9 Φ∗ = 10−2.51, α = −1.27, L∗ = 1041.72

0.9 ≤ z ≥ 1.5 Φ∗ = 10−2.7, α = −1.43, L∗ = 1042.18

Colbert et al 2013 OIII
0.7 ≤ z < 1.5 Φ∗ = 10−3.28, α = −1.5, L∗ = 1042.39

1.5 ≤ z ≥ 2.3 Φ∗ = 10−3.60, α = −1.5, L∗ = 1042.83

line noise as a function of observed wavelength, the
program interpolates the noise for a particular line. If
half-light radii are also included in the sensitivity file,
a 2 dimensional interpolation can be performed.

We perturb photometric band flux according to the
photometric error. In order to obtain the photometric
error for a galaxy with finite radius, we use the magni-
tude depth given by:

mdep = mdep,0 − 1.25log10(1 + (
r

r 0
)2), (12)

Wheremdep,0 is the magnitude depth for a point source,
and r0 is the characteristic radial size of the point-
spread function for that band.

The program supports perturbing the spectral lines’
flux and magnitude in photometric bands, which can
give an estimation of the interloper fraction uncertainty,
given by the standard deviation of the resulting inter-
loper fractions for each simulation. The perturbation
in flux is straightforward; for a spectral line with noise
lower then a cut, the flux will be perturbed. We perturb
the flux of the line using normal distribution,

fnew = foriginal + noise ∗ N , (13)

Since data in photometric bands is given in magni-
tudes, it must be transformed to a flux before being
compared to a threshold:

f = 10−0.4m+48.6ergcm−2s−1Hz−1 (14)

If the flux is higher than a threshold, then that
band’s flux will be perturbed in the same way as the
flux for emission lines.

3.4. IDENTIFYING INTERLOPERS

Following the scheme in Pullen et al. (2015), we use
two methods are used in the program to distinguish
interlopers from survey galaxies–secondary line identi-
fication and photometric cuts. From Eq. (2), we know
the ratio between two emission lines wavelengths re-
mains the same regardless of redshift. Thus, we can use
a pair of lines to rule out the redshift ambiguity of the
source of an emission line. Whenever we observe a line,
we can try to find another line in the spectrum with a
certain separation, and if the secondary line is found,
then we can confirm that galaxy is a survey emission
galaxy.

For interlopers that survived the secondary line iden-
tification procedure, colour cuts are applied to distin-
guish them from SELGs, note that the definition of
colour here is referring to the difference in different
photometric bands. Since the interloping galaxy in a
sufficiently small redshift range will have a redshift dif-
ferent from the SELGs , the two may have different
colours. This can be used to identify interlopers.

After applying those cuts to the galaxy set, the left-
overs are potential interlopers. Together with Eq. (5),
the interloper fraction as a function of zSELG is out-
putted as an expected result from the program.

4. RESULT

To examine the power of cuts, we should use the ex-
pression from Eq. (1):

fI,cut =
NInt,i(zInt,i)

NSELG(zSELG) +NInt,i(zInt,i)
(15)

The expression in Eq. (15) contains only information
about a specific interloping line and the SEL, and is
therefore independent of other interloping lines. This
can be used to investigate effect of cuts applied to that
line. To understanding the contribution of a particular
line to the total interloper fraction among the whole
survey, we can make use of Eq.(4). In Figs. 1 and 2,
the left columns show the effect of cuts and the right
columns show the contribution to total interloping frac-
tion.

Since the denominator in Eq.4 depends on the
interloper fraction of other interloping lines at the
redshift bin, if the cutting conditions applied to other
interloping lines are more effective than the interloping
line being inspected at some particular redshift, the
contribution to the total interloper fraction for that
particular interloping line will be raised. That is the
reason causing the total contribution of OII line in
both surveys after applying secondary line cuts are
higher than only SNR cuts in some redshift bin. The
sum of total interloper fraction overall redshift should
not be affected by this .

In figure 3, the total interloper fraction of the sur-
veys are shown, which gives an estimation to the total
contamination of the survey.
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Fig. 1.— Histograms of interloper fraction for Ha survey from OII line and OIIIb line.The interloper fraction here is the interloper
fraction including the interloping line and the SEL only. The binning of these histograms is δz=0.1. The red line represents the
interloper fraction for that line with SNR>7 only. The green line represents the interloper fraction with SNR>7 and secondary line
identification, and the blue line represents the interloper fraction with SNR, secondary line identification, and photometric cuts. The
right column is interloper fraction for that line in the whole survey, which corresponds to (4). And the left column is the interloping
line and the SEL. Error comes from perturbing the flux noise in the simulation. Please note that the [OIIIb] line corresponds to [OIII
5007].

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a code that estimates
interloper fractions based on mock catalogues. The re-
sults obtained from this code agree with Pullen et al.
(2015) . For a given survey sensitivity, the interloper
fraction can be determined as a function of redshift.
The part that identifies interlopers according flux and
noise in emission lines and photometric bands can work
on its own once the flux and noise are well defined in
the program. Noise in photometric bands is now es-
timated based on the radial size and redshift of the
object; other parameters can be added if needed. In
order to modify the flux of emission lines according to

user-defined functions, a separate routine can be used.
Such calibration of luminosity functions may need end-
user’s further implementation, and there are examples
given in a separate routine on Github. Using a catalog
other than the CMC may require some modifications
in how the program reads catalog data.
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Fig. 2.— Histograms of interloper fraction for OIIIb survey from OII line and Ha line, the configuration here is similar to plots in
Figure1.

Fig. 3.— The two plots here showing the total interloping fraction in the two survey, the configuration follows previous plots.
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